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Remède Spa 

"Customizable Treatments"

Located on the 16th floor of the swanky St. Regis Mexico City Hotel, the

Remède Spa focuses on providing customizable treatments for each of its

clients. Try a rejuvenating Aztec facial or la luna healing ritual , which are

just a couple of the treatments available derived from local practices.

Aside from the usual spa services, guests also have complete access to

the gym, luxe locker room facilities and spa lounge.

 +52 55 5228 1828  www.stregismexicocity.com/remede-

spa

 439 Paseo de la Reforma, The St. Regis

Mexico City, Mexico City
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Spa Marquis 

"Peaceful Experience"

Discretely tucked away in the Marquis Reforma Hotel & Spa, this facility

offers luxurious treatments in a relaxed and tranquil atmosphere. The

usual massages, facials, wraps and scrubs are offered here and take place

in one of the 10 treatment rooms. Other amenities include the use of a

hydro therapy tub, sauna, indoor pool, beauty salon and Swiss showers.

 +52 55 5229 1200  www.marquisreforma.com/spa/defa

ult-en.html

 465 Paseo de la Reforma, Marquis

Reforma Hotel & Spa, Mexico City
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Spa Sáasil 

"To Health & Wellness"

Dedicated to providing customers with a memorable experience, Spa

Sáasil located in the Condesa neighborhood is one of the best in the city.

Treatments go beyond the usual massage, facial and body scrubs and

features state-of-the-art techniques like laser skin tightening,

endermologie, lipo-massage, and even a weight-loss therapy. Spa Sáasil

will have you looking like a whole new you in no time. Be sure to visit their

website as they often feature monthly specials and better package rates.

 +52 55 5212 1358  www.spasaasil.com.mx/  osbegob@hotmail.com  29 Tamaulipas No., Mexico

City
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Away Spa & Fitness Center 

"Calming Oasis"

Tucked away at the W Hotel Mexico City in the prestigious neighborhood

of Polanco, the Away Spa is an oasis of calm. Sweat it out in their

Temascal lodge or try one of their rejuvenating facials, massages,

pedicures, manicures or scrubs. Their special spa packages are a great

way to pamper yourself or a loved one for an afternoon. So whether you're

in town for business or for pleasure, Away Spa is sure to please even the

toughest of clients.

 +52 55 9138 1881  www.wmexicocity.com/aw

ay-spa

 awayspa.mexicocity@whot

els.com

 252 Campos Eliseos, W

Hotel Mexico City, Mexico

City
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Aurora Spa 

"Ancient Rituals Modernized for the Spa"

Located in the Las Alcobas Hotel, the Aurora Spa is a calming respite from

the hustle and bustle of the sprawling city. Blending European techniques

with the culture of Mexico, this spa offers signature therapies using

indigenous ingredients such as aloe vera, basil, agave and cocoa. The well

appointed treatment rooms will have you sighing away the stress as you

decompress and enjoy your visit. Mexican healing rituals and indigenous

treatments are extremely popular here, so don't be afraid to try something

new like the dulce tzapotl ritual which helps restore skin with the aid of

the pulp of a particular fruit.

 +52 55 3300 3900  www.lasalcobas.com/spa  390 Masaryk, Las Alcobas, Mexico City
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